Okerlund new Humanities, Arts dean
by Ron Regalia
SJSU
Okerlund,
Arlene
professor of English, was named
Wednesday to replace Henry
Bruinsma as dean of the School of
Humanities and Arts.
Okerlund has served as
associate dean of curriculum in the
School of Humanities and Arts since
1975. She has been with the SJSU.
English faculty since 1969.
Appointed by SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, Okerlund will
assume her post on May 15.
Bruinsma retired to accept a
research residency at the
Netherlands Institute for Advanced
Studies in the Humanities and Arts.
The residency begins on Aug. 16
and concludes Aug. 1, 1981, Bruinsma said. He described the "think
tank" as a "once in a lifetime opportunity."
originally
had
Bruinsma
planned to retire in spring 1981 but
decided to push the date up rather
than take a one-year leave of ab-

sence.
"I am very pleased with
Okerlund’s appointment," he said.
Okerlund said she hopes to make
the School of Humanities and Arts
the "best learning institution on the
West Coast, and maybe the country."
"A palpable liberal arts atmosphere" will be created, she
added.
"There will be damage, no
question," if Proposition 9, the income tax -slashing initiative passes,
Okerlund said.
"We won’t know how to respond
until that happens," she said, adding
that the goal is to minimize the effect on both students and faculty.
Okerlund is a member of SJSU
President Gail Fullerton’s speakers
bureau on Prop. Sand plans to "walk
the precincts" around her Los Gatos
home as the election approaches.
"We must all commit ourselves
to a personal effort," she said.
Okerlund said she will work with

the SJSU Enrollment Patterns
Committee to lower student faculty
ratios in the School of Humanities
and Arts, particularly in the
Philosophy Department.
Philosophy was assigned the
highest ratio in the school, 20.0 to
22.0 students per faculty member,
by the committee in February.
The need for faculty layoffs
"depends on Prop. 9," Okerlund
said. She anticipates no layoffs if the
initiative fails.
Okerlund admitted that
declining enrollment, particularly in
the Humanities and Arts, has been a
problem at SJSU.
She agrees, however, with SJSU
Executive Vice President Jack
Coleman that "enrollment is bottoming out."
Okerlund will attempt to increase enrollment in her school
through a community outreach
program. Her goal is to convince
people of the "first-rate education

we have at SJSU."
Okerlund compared the quality
of undergraduate programs at SJSU
with those at Stanford, the
University of California at Berkeley
and the University of Santa Clara.
California’s educational system
is "the best in the world" and
available at a minimal cost,
Okerlund said.
"If people begin to comprehend
what their income tax is buying,
they wouldn’t be as concerned about
lowering it," she said, referring to
Prop. 9.
The improvement of academic
advising in the humanities and arts
has been her major project the past
three to four years, Okerlund said.
"We need closer contact between students and faculty in a
professional sense," she said.
The school must convince
students that the humanities contribute to a career, Okerlund said.
"The humanities teach you to

think and express yourself well,"
she aded.
Okerlund hopes to inspire the
School of Humanities and Arts’
"really fine faculty to see how great
SJSU is."
Faculty morale has been
devastated by the Prop. 9 prophecies
and declining enrollments, she said.
A major job of the dean is to
"make the job of faculty as easy as it
can be," Okerlund said.
She said she is committed to
education and the California State
University and Colleges system.
"SJSU is my school," she said.
-I’ve been here 11 years and I love
teaching students. But somebody
has to deal with the hassles."
Okerlund graduated from the
University of California at San
Diego in 1969 with a Ph.D in English
Literature.
She received her bachelor’s
degree in English from the

or’ Marl, St Swab

Arlene Okerlund
University of Maryland in 1960.
In 1975, Okerlund founded the
San Jose Studies, a scholarly journal
written by SJSU faculty.
She is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, the Modern
Language
Association of America, California
Women in Higher Education and the
Renaissance Society of Northern
California.

Spartan Daily
A.S. approves new budget;
four programs dropped

Groups air
complaints
at budget
forum
by Kim Bergheim
Approximately 100 persons
watched as group representatives
asked the A.S. budget committee to
reconsider its budget cuts at a public
forum Wednesday.
The one and one-half hour
hearing conducted by the committee
was held in the S.U. upper pad.
"The forum was held to allow
any organization, group, individual
or faculty member to come and have
a say in regards to the budget," said
Joanie Goar, A.S. budget committee
chairman.
Objection to recommended cuts
came from the Executive Council of
Business Students ( ECBS Student
Community Academic Learning
(,)ELACS
Reed
Experience
magazine, Business Equal Opportunity Program (BEOP ) and the
AS. Program Board.
ECBS representatives addressed the committee and audience
first.
"Our travel funds have been cut
dramatically," said Todd Johnson,
ECBS vice president.
ECBS had requested $7,475.15.
The budget committee recommended $1,173.
"The School of Business
represents about 20 percent of the
students, but we only get a small
percentage of funds," he said,
"The value of travel is important," he said. "Our 13 clubs are
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Todd Johnson defends ECBS at AS. budget forum.
"A student spends a day with a
members of national organizations.
manager and discovers what the
We need to participate on a national
outside world is really like," said
level to gain insight."
ECBS chairman Larren Olson.
Travel funds have been cut from
Reed magazine requested
most budgets, Goar said, adding
$4,600. The budget committee
that on-campus activities are
recommended cutting the entire
available for every student, but only
program.
a few students can attend business
"Reed has been a literary
conferences.
tradition for 34 years," said Reed
"The argument saying a group
editor Dolores laGuardia.
represents a certain percentage of
"We serve more than a limited
students so they should get a certain
group," she said. "Last year we sold
percentage of money doesn’t hold
330 copies, but had 2,700 subup," said A.S. Treasurer Juvencia
Romo.
-continued on back page

by Brian Boyd
The 1980-81 AS. budget was
approved Wednesday night after an
11 -hour meeting that saw the council
pare almost $7,000 from the $490,000
plan.
The $6,873 not used by the
council will be on the books as an
unallocated amount until June,
when it will revert to the general
fund.
Programs completely cut from
the budget were SCALE, Reed
magazine, Business Equal Opportunity Program (BEOP) and the
A.S. Bike Shop.
Of those, only the bike shop went
against the budget committee
recommendations. Originally, $5,000
had been earmarked for it.
The new budget includes $4,800
for a $50 monthly stipend to be paid
to all 12 A.S. Board of Directors
elected under the new A.S. constitution. The stipend will be paid out
during eight months of the 1980-81
school year. A.S. councilmembers
are not paid now.
The stipend may help cut down
on future council vacancies, according to Steve Spears, budget
committee member.
"You get what you pay for,"
Spears said.
The budget committee also
recommended the stipends to
compensate for the loss of two A.S.
work-study
staff
positions
eliminated under the new constitution.
A.S. councilmember Mark
Meador questioned the stipend,
saying there was "no justification"
for the council to be paid "above

The following is the final version of the 1980-81 A.S. budget approved by the AS. council Wednesday night:
$129,600
A.S. Business Office
37,300
A.S. Clerical
16,700
A.S. Executive
8,000
A.S. Legal Counseling
2,000
A.S. Legal Services
6,800
A.S. Legislative
4,000
A.S. Print Shop
7,500
California State Student Association
7,800
A.S. Public Relations
1.316
A.S. Election Board
900
A.S. Copyright Fees
12,800
A.S. Earth Toys
511,000
A.S. Leisure Services
- 0A.S. Bike Shop
89.000
A.S. Program Board
10,000
University Alternative Program
SCALE
-0Environmental Information Center
5,800
261
Recycling Center
11,000
Women’s Center
-0Reed Magazine
6,300
El Concillio
13,000
Intercultural Steering Committee
Semana Chicane
9,000
Womyn’s Week
8,050
Business Equal Opportunity Program
-0Child Development Center
26,000
Black Awareness Month
6,000
Executive Council of Business Students
3,000
Asian-American Spring Festival
5,000
A.S Work Study/Student Asst.
6,000
Total allocated funds
Unallocated funds

483,127
6,873

Total

490,000

other volunteer groups."
A motion by Meador to omit the
stipend failed by a 7-9 vote with 1
abstention.

SJSU summer session
fees increase $6 a unit
by Margie Isaacson
Students who plan on taking
classes during the summer session
may be surprised to find that fees
have been raised by $6 per unit.
The primary reason for the
boost in fees is due to increased
salaries for instructors, according to
Cheryl Schroeder, registration
for
Continuing
supervisor
Education.
"However," she added, "there
are other secondary costs such as an
increase in the cost of paper for
publicity, and in admistration costs"
due to inflation.
For most of the classes offered
this summer, each unit will cost
students $46 compared to $40 for
classes taken last summer. Fees for
some classes may be more or less
than $46 depending on the cost of
running the class.
Schroeder does not believe the
increase will have any affect on
enrollments.
Most of the students who attend
summer session classes are SJSU
students who want to either catch up
on units or get ahead in order to
graduate early, she said.
"We assume the same need
exists," and if it is there enrollments
shouldn’t be affected, she added.
by Jeff Maloney

Cheryl Schroeder discusses fee increase

Accounting senior Terry Won
fits into that category. "The in-

crease doesn’t affect me at all,"
Won said. "I have to take the
courses."
Won plans to enroll for six to
seven units during the summer so he
can graduate next semester. "I
don’t have any choice," he added.
Another student, civil
engineering junior Susan Hamilton,
said, "I think it’s outrageous."
However, she added that since she
wants to graduate in two years, she
will attend despite the increase.
Every year there are students
who are surprised at the cost of
taking classes during the summer
session, Schroeder said. "They’re
surprised because they don’t realize
the program is self-supporting."
Interior design senior Kimberly
Cook was very surprised to find out
the cost of summer session.
"I have six units left to
graduate. I was thinking it would be
cheaper to finsh during the summer,
but I guess not," she said.
Cook has not yet decided if she
will attend summer classes, but she
noted, "This I the fee increase) could
definitely affect my decision."
"We’re looking forward to a
successful program this summer,
and we hope the cost is not going to
be a deterrant," Schroeder said.
She added that if the Proposition
9 tax-slashing initiative does pass it
won’t affect fees for the summer

program since it is self-supporting.
Prop. 9 may, however, have an
effect on enrollment since the
number of students who attend
during the regular semesters may
decline.
"We won’t know until it happens," she said.
Students who would like to enroll
for summer classes can pick up a
class schedule outside the Continuing Education office, Journalism West, room 136 B.
Advance registration deadlines
for summer classes are May 16 for
classes starting between June 2 and
20; June 6 for classes starting between June 23 and July 11; June 27
for classes starting between July 14
and Aug. 4; and July 18 for classes
starting between Aug. 4 and 22.

Dan Sullivan, an engineering
major, came to the council with a
simple message to "save" Reed
magazine.
"I’m not with any organized
group," he said. "I just don’t want to
see it go."
A.S. councilmember Mary Cox
said Reed was "well worth the
money. To not fund it would be to kill
it. It’s an esoteric item rather than a
cost effective one, but it is a
necessary service."
"It should be funded by the
English Department," Spears said.
"I hate to just drop it but I think
the English Department will pick it
Spears also said Reed could
possible be funded through Instructionally Related Activities
(IRA).
"If not, let them come to Special
Allocations next semester," Spears
said.
An even more emotional
decision than the Reed decision was
the one to cut the SCALE program
funding.
Nan Young, coordinator of legal
services and a sociology major, told
the council they did not have enough
information on the program to make
a "fair and judicial decision"
-continued on hack page

Gay week ends today
The activities for Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week to be held in
the Student Union include:
"Gay. Rights Then and Now," a discussion led by members of the
Santa Clara Valley Coalition for Human Rights ( 10:30-11:30 a.m. in the
Umunhiun Room, admission free).
A film and discussion on child custody rights for lesbians 11:30
a.m. - 1 p.m. in the Ballroom, admission free
A panel discussion by representatives from various political parties
on gay rights (1-2:30 p.m. in the Umunhum Room, admission free ).
"Gays and the Military," a discussion led by Leonard Matlovich,
who was discharged from the Air Force for being a homosexual ( 4-5
p.m. in the Ballroom, admission free.
A concert featuring Casselberry-Dupree, Black berri and Steve
Grossman Tonight at 8 in the Ballroom, admission: $2,500.
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’A lot of us shudder, hang our heads in shame’

Poor attitudes hurt quality of life at SJSU
by Boni Brewer
SiiINriter

If anything hurts the quality of
life and learning at SJSU, it’s got to
be our own negative, "second-rate"
attitude about being here.
A lot of us shudder and hang our
heads in shame that we’re actually
enrolled in a school that doesn’t
quite fulfill our vague, romantic
images of "the college life."
We apologize to others, humbly
citing excuses that SJSU is all we
can afford, is closer to home and
easier to be admitted to than

tuition ( as threatened if the
Proposition 9 income tax-cutting
initiative
passes),
suddenly
everyone will be breaking down the
doors to come here and we won’t
have an enrollment problem
anymore.
We could even double class
sizes.
The University of California
campuses ( such as Berkeley and
private schools such as Stanford)
concentrate on research as a basis
for both funding and for their
international
and
national

SJSU as a whole, "Many professors
here think because it’s from SJSU
it’s no good."
What’s most irnpotant is how we
feel about ourselves. Negative attitudes stunt growth.
There’s definitely something
about downtown San Jose’s image
that clouds our ability to shape
positive self-respect. Crime is up,
community deterioration is up,
traffic is a mess, and "weirdos"
plague the streets.
But have you checked out
Berkeley’s community environment
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’One of our problems is the notion that
anything that’s easy to get can’t be good.’

"prestige" schools such as Stanford
or UC-Berkeley.
But maybe those aren’t such bad
reasons. Maybe they’re what makes
us good, in our own way.
When I finished high school, I
never dreamed I’d actually end up
here. Not only is there something
about going away to school that’s
more appealing, but my mother kept
pressuring me to go somewhere
"reputable" and not a "trade
school."
But a:. soon as I started asking
about the source of necessary funds,
1 was on my own I sorry Mom.
One of our problems ( and
society’s in general ) is the notion
that anything that’s free or easy to
get can’t be any good.
Stanford costs $2,095 per quarter
for a full-time undergraduate
student, but that didn’t stop 12,700
freshmen hopefuls from applying
this year.
And do you believe it? Only 1,500
were accepted.
Maybe of SJSU starts charging

reputations.
While schools within the
California State University and
Colleges system I including SJSU)
are designed as teaching facilities,
maybe we should just forget that
and turn to research, too.
Teaching quality may go down,
but what does that matter when we
can finally say we’ve got
"prestige?"
The irony is that a lot of
universities across the country have
a better image of SJSU than we
ourselves do.
We have strong programs in
such areas as engineering, occupational therapy, journalism and
advertising, graphic arts, music and
sciences. There are more.
In 1975, SJSU began publishing a
scholarly journal in large part to
upgrade the academic world’s
opinion of us.
Editor Arlene Okerlund, an
English professor here, says that
while other universities "are impressed" with both the journal and

What do you think?
Question:
What do you do to stay healthy?
( asked Wednesday near the fountain)

I eat well, but I really don’t have the time to do
any special exercises. But, instead, I work hard.
Hard work relates to exercise. Aside from all
this, I stay healthy by sleeping well.
Sonhui Kang
Mathematics, junior

I know that I don’t do what I should do to keep
healthy. butt think about jogging a lot. I also try
to eat well, but when it comes right down to it. I
don’t really eat right or exercise enough. I guess
I’m just too lazy.
Doug Hippe
Environmental Studies,
junior

I don’t really do anything in particular to keep
fit. but I bowl twice a week. ALso, my four kids
keep me going. The best way to keep healthy is to
keep going and keep busy.
Pat Rosenberg
Department of Athletics,
secretary

I play all sorts of sports. I like to swim and I like
to play soccer and basketball. These sports are
good for building up my leg muscles. I don’t like
playing things like football sports like that are
more destructive than goad.
Yousef Alim
Electrical Engineering,
freshman

I keep healthy by lifting weights and jogging. I
do it mainly so that I can wake up in the morning
feeling good. I feel as though I’m doing
something productive when I’m exercising. The
exercises I do also help me counter the bad
habits I have that could hurt my health.
Steve Liosi
English, sophomore

lately?
All universities need healthy
surroundings, but SJSU is hardly
alone in this problem. Instead of
alienating ourselves from the
community, we need to upgrade it.
My first two semesters here I
couldn’t stand sticking around after
classes, so I’d just go home, complaining to myself the whole way
about how unfriendly people are
here.
But working on the Daily has
forced me to get involved with
people and activities downtown, and
I’m finding it isn’t such a bad place
after all.
For a lot of students faced with
the economic crunch, school has
become the peanut butter sandwiched between the cracked wheat
of working split shifts.
But if we want it, opportunity is
there ( assuming public support will
continue) and we should use it when
we can.
I guess you get from school what
you put into it.
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letters
Daily editor criticized
for taking reporter off beat
Editor:
Well, it’s about time. The editor
of the Daily finally gave Ron
Regalia the boot. That man has been
reporting facts on the A.S. Council
all semester and we’re tired of it.
Those of us who trust A.S. to care for
our interests don’t like the way he
prints just what the councilrnembers
say. He is supposed to print what
they want him to say; that’s the
"modern way."
Fortunately for us here on
campus, the Daily editor must
believe that Ron is an unprofessional
reporter; so when Ron wanted to run
his opinion piece on the A.S. Council
proposal to cut "The Reed" out of
next year’s budget, the editor took
Ron off the beat. It was done so that
they could put someone in there who
would write for the good of the paper
and not for any individual goals.
All one has to do is read Ron’s
Forum piece that ran on April 16 to
understand why the editor decided
to bounce him. Ron had the audacity
to support one of the fundamentals
of education literature. Ron would
like to see the A.S. Council promote
education and the advancement of
the mind insttad of their own
pocketbooks.
This is totally ridiculous;
college is for people who don’t like to
study, as evidenced by all the
students on financial aid. For Ron to
suggest that the A.S. Council should
actually fund a program which
furthers the mind is absolutely
ludicrous in this "enlightened" day
and age.
He also had the gall to say that
the A.S. Council should support all
students ( which the council says it
does, but "modern" politics states
that one must never state exactly
what one means).
Obviously, the Daily editor is an
"enlightened spirit," for he knows
that the old journalistic procedures,
news on news page and opinions on
forum page, may now be bent at his
every whim and he can grant or
deny to any reporter the right to put
his opinions in the paper without
punishment.

"oldBecause of Ron’s
fashioned" practice of writing
truthful news stories on the A.S.
Council and scathing forum pieces,
the editor of the Daily saw fit to take
the A.S. Council beat away from
Ron. Now all the students on this
campus can get the facts on the A.S.
Council from those who "know best"
the A.S. Council. Good Luck.
Stewart Clark
Music, junior
Nancy Novo
Architecture, junior
John Galt
Undeclared, freshman
EDITOR’S NOTE: One of the
most important values held by a
newspaper is developing a sense of
trust between the reader and the
newspaper. The reader must be able
to expect that a newspaper will
continually report fairly and accurately on issues of concern
without fear of having a reporter’s
personal viewpoint injected into a
story.
In the case of Ron Regalia’s
April 16 forum article, I believed
that Ron’s objectivity in reporting
on actions of the Associated Students
in the future could be questioned by
our readers if he were allowed to
remain on his "beat" after taking a
strong personal stand in our paper
on a pending matter he was supposed to report on that same day.
Leaving a doubt in the minds of
our readers as to his ability to report
fairly and accurately would not only
have been a disservice to Ron’s
ability as a reporter in the future,
but it also would have been a
disservice to our readers.
The idea of "punishing" a
reporter for expressing an opinion
he or she feels strongly about has no
bearing in this case. It is a question
of placing the paper’s ability to keep
the reader’s trust through unbiased
reporting over that of a reporter
personally advocating a course of
action.
Mark Marymee
Editor
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Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:

All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

A.S. Bike Shop ’important’
Editor:
I think the people who run Reed
magazine are slightly out of touch
with reality, when they say the A.S.
bike shop doesn’t serve an important
function at SJSU.
The price of gas shall soon be
$2.00 a gallon.
The Iran, Iraq, Russian, Afghan
situation in the Mideast can explode
at any time with its disastrous effect
on the world economy.
Car sales are down 25 percent,
prompting layoffs of thousands of

workers.
The above events will make
bicycles the only cheap mode of
transportation.
The A.S. bike shop, with its cost
plus 10 percent on parts and low
labor rates, will help students with
limited resources to stretch their
shrinking dollar.
Can Reed magazine help the
SJSU student as much as the AS.
bike shop does?
Joseph Laus
A.S. Bike Shop mechanic

Save seals, stop ’brutal act’
Editor:
Did you know that your U.S. tax
dollars are at work right now subsidizing seal hunts on the Alaskan
Pribilof Islands? Under a several
decades-old pact between Russia,
Canada, the U.S., and Japan, the
U.S. slaughters fur seals on their
breeding grounds and gives 15
percent of the pelts to Japan in
return for their promise not to kill
seals in the open sea.
Canada gets an equal number.
But Japan is not keeping its promise
and the fisheries service is helping
them break it.
There is hope, though, for the

seals. Congressman Lester Wolff’s
legislation, H.R. 5033, would end all
this nonsense by declaring their
breeding grounds a refuge.
It would also designate the
waters within 200 miles of the
islands sanctuary, which would
prevent the Japanese, or any other
nation, from fishing with trawler
gillnets in the region.
If you are at all interested in
seeing this brutal and savage act
stopped, please contact your
congressman as soon as possible.
Mark Newitt
Environmental Studies,
junior
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Gregory charged with misuse of funds

Complaint filed against bowling coordinator

% 6

by Brian Wirth
holding league office.
The ABC is the governing body of bowling. It provides
Tommy Huie, player-coach of the UC-Davis bowling
team, has filed a complaint through the American a variety of services to bowlers, among which are sancBowling Congress ( ABC) charging SJSU bowling coor- tioning leagues, high games and series, and is responsible
for setting up criteria for how the game is conducted by
dinator Terry Gregory with misuse of funds.
The complaint states Gregory took $40 from league league officials.
Bob Raley, who is handling the case for the Santa
funds and requests a hearing to determine where it was
Clara Valley Bowling Association, said there will be "no
spent, Huie said last night.
According to Kevin Johnson, a former bowler on the hearings at this time.
"Right now," Raley said, "we are in the process of
SJSU team, Gregory used at least $40 of league bowling
funds to pay for SJSU bowlers’ hotel rooms during a compiling the information. I am expecting information
tournament in Las Vegas in December of 1978, when from Mr. Gregory at least by the end of this week.
"I have not received any information as yet from Mr.
Gregory was in charge of handling league funds.
Tom New, of the ABC Rules Department, said the Huie," he said, "only the letter which states his complaint
"case has been turned over to the Santa Clara Valley against Mr. Gregory.
From what information I have, it sounds like a
Bowling Association for a hearing.
The most that could happen to Gregory is the loss of personal vendetta," Raley said. "However, I don’t know
what the personal vendetta is."
ABC membership," New said.
Gregory said he is "dealing with the Rules Depart"I won’t lose my ABC membership," Gregory said.
ment in Milwaukee only. I am sending all my information
This thing will be resolved in two weeks."
Loss of ABC membership could prevent Gregory from to them. Those guys (Santa Clara Valley Bowling
bowling in sanctioned leagues for a period of time and Association ) aren’t even involved," he said.

Quakes,
SJSU
sign pact
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by Dave Meltzer
The San Jose Earthquakes
announced
yesterday that they have
signed a five-year contract
with SJSU on usage of
Spartan Stadium through
the 1984 season.
The contract also has
two more five-year options
the Earthquakes can pick
up, which can extend the
contract through the 1994
socer season.
Earthe
Neither
thquakes
nor
SJSU
Executive Vice President
Jack Coleman released the
financial terms of the
contract, but Coleman did
admit "there will be adjustments in rates until we
get the capacity up to
16,800."
For ;cr. row night’s
opening game with the
Seattle Sounders, Earthquakes officials are now
expecting
stadium
capacity to be "under
13,800."
"Assuming all goes
well, we’d hope to have the
center section (Section E
completed by the end of
May which would put the
capacity up to 16,800,"
SJSU Associate Executive
Vice President Handel
Evans said yesterday.
Evans did admit one
new problem has cropped
up with the stadium.
The field is very hard
because we had to replace
the irrigation lines," Evans
said. The irrigation lines
had to be replaced after the
break which caused the
flood in Spartan Stadium
on April 6.
"When the officials
turned off the water, they
did such a good job that
we’ve been having
problems getting it back
on," Earthauake general
manager John Carbray
said.
As for the game, the
Earthquakes will have
almost an entirely different
team than played in the
season opener just two
weeks ago, a 1-0 defeat in
Los Angeles.
Eight new players
have arrived since that
time, with the most
heralded arrival, Ireland’s
George Best, set to arrive
either Sunday or Monday.
The Seattle Sounders
enter tomorrow night’s
game with a 2-1 record this
season and a stingy defense
that has yet to give up a

goal.
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According to the normal procedure for handling such
complaints, New said, the case is turned over to the local
chapter, which is the Santa Clara Valley Bowling
Association, and it makes the recommendation whether
ABC membership is withdrawn.
The legal committee of he ABC would consider the
recommendation of the Association and make the final
decision, New said.
Asked what the exact details of the complaint concerned, Gregory replied, "I have nothing to say.
"If Tommy would have come up to me and talked this
thing out, the whole matter would have been settled,"
Gregory added, "instead of writing a letter to the ABC.
"It’s a crazy situation," he said. "The accusations are
completely fallacious."
Two years ago, Gregory was charged with taking
money from the foosball games in the Student Union to
pay for machine repairs and machine transportation as
well as to pay for women’s bowling trips, which is misuse
of funds.
A financial audit cleared him on the basis that he did
not use the money for his own personal use.

Terry Gregory

Spartans take on slumping Tigers,
roles reverse in 2nd -half meeting
by Jeff Morris
It will be a situation of
role reversal when SJSU
squares off against the
University of Pacific in a
three -game Northern
California
Baseball
Association encounter this
weekend.
The series begins today
at 1 p.m. in Stockton at
Billy Herberts Field and
will conclude on Saturday
-.1111.
in a noon doubleheader at
San Jose Municipal
Stadium.
Two Spartan extra
inning victories on Feb. 29
and March 1 ended a fourgame losing skid for SJSU.
This time around it is
the Tigers, 2-7 in league
and 22-19-1 overall, who are
’ in the midst of a losing
streak, having dropped 10
of their last 11 games,
*Zs;
including the last four in a
I.
row.
1
/4441Jw*
0,,
’T)tv).
The Spartans, who
IIIRMIssmuusibusie
pkiwbook,
isessmisoiRaustegROS4
sport a 3-3 league mark, 20vis!
19 overall, will be trying to
bounce
back
from
Tuesday’s 5-4 loss to UCDavis, in which Spartans’
Mike Valentine and Steve
Os, Daval Flert771
Schrette, who was recently
Discus thrower Paul Bishop is one of nine SJSU track men participating in
brought up from the junior
varsity, hit home runs.
tomorrow’s Mt. Sac Relays in Walnut, Calif,
The Tigers suffered a
2-1 loss to Fresno State on
Tuesday in a make-up
game which decided the
by Jon Bloom
Felix Bohni and Kim Black in the pole first half NCBA chamWith the dual meet portion of the vault, Stan Ross in the 1500, javelin pionship. The win put the
Bulldogs at 14-2 and the
season only a memory, the SJSU traclunen thrower Curt Ransford and Paul Bishop in
Tigers at 10-6 in the final
contine to wade their way through yet the discus.
another full-scale invitational encounter.
Thomas will also compete in the 100 first half standings.
Tiger head coach Tom
The Mt. Sac Invitational, a full day of meters.
track and field, will keep nine members of
With both California and Stanford Stubbs points to the
the Spartan squad busy tomorrow as they sending members of their squads and Fresno-UOP series on
travel to Walnut, Calif., to face top athletes numerous other track powers being March 28 29 as the pivitol
point in the Tigers current
from all over the state.
represented, the Mt. Sac competition
SJSU head coach Ernie Bullard looks should resemble a miniature Jenner losing trend.
"In the Fresno series
at the Mt. Sac meet as "a chance for some Classic.
Bohni, Thomas and the rest of the 400 two weeks ago we played
of our people to compete as individuals."
super
until the last two
Bullard is sending the 400-meter relay relay team all had a good day in the sun at
team of Ken Thomas, Tim Foster, Phil the Jenner Classic and are looking to innings of the first two
games and we lost both,"
Williams and Willie Jackson along with improve at Mt. Sac.

Track men try Mt. Sac

Stubbs said in a telephone
interview.
"After that series we
just seemed to fall apart
and our confidence as well
as our faith in ourselves
was severely affected.
"The loss of confidence
just seemed to build and we
really need to start
thinking positively to get
back on the winning trend
again," said Stubbs, who
plans to open the series
with junior righthander
Brett Watson on the
mound.
Watson is the leading
Tiger pitcher with a 6-3
record and a 1.75 ERA.
SJSU head coach Gene
Menges will open the series
with Mark Langston, 4-2 on
the year and an ERA of
2.49.
Neither team has a .300
hitter, but both clubs have
several players who are
just under the .300 mark.
outfielder
Spartan
Mike Brown’s .296 battting
average leads the team in
that category. Brown is
closely followed by third
baseman Chris Gallego,
who is batting .290. Brown
and Gallego are tied for the
team lead in doubles with 5
apiece but Brown nosed out
Gallego in RBI’s, 20 to 19.
First baseman Stan
Jones is the Spartans most
offensive
consistent
weapon going into this
weekend’s series.
Jones leads SJSU in
hits with 49 and runs scored
with 29. The junior from
Los Medeanos’ four
doubles and nine RBI’s put
him at second in both
catagories on the team. 20
stolen bases in 23 attempts
put him far in front of
Brown, who holds second
place with seven steals in

nine attempts.
UOP first baseman Pat
Tobin holds top batting
honors for the Tigers with a
He is
.293 average.
followed by Steve Voight, a
shortstop who is currently
hitting at a .296 pace.
Tiger second baseman
Rob Brezenskis’ 34 stolen
bases is tops in the league.
Power hitter Walt Poole,
the team captain, has five
home runs and 25 RBI to
lead the team.

Jumping up three spots
each day, the SJSU women’s golf team battled its
way up and finally finished
in third place in the Lady
Sun Devil Tournament yesterday in Phoenix, Arizona.
Firing a respectable final round of 303, the Lady
Spartans moved up, but
still finished 29 strokes out
of the lead, which was taken by host Arizona State,
carding a 12-under-par 900
for the tournament. Univer sity of Arizona was not
far behind with a second
place 910 final score.

No. 1 -rated Tulsa University finished with a 940,
good for only sixth place.
The meager showing
by the Tulsa ladies may
jeopardize their top national ranking, but the tournament may have been good
news for No. 3-ranked Arizona State and No. 2 SJSU,
both battling to throw Tulsa out of the No. 1 spot.
Arizona State’s Charlotte Montgomery took the
tournament top honor with
an 11 -under-par 217.
Top SJSU scorer Patty
Sheehan’s final 228 could
only earn her a seventh
place finish for the threeday Sun Devil engagement.
Other Spartan scorers

were Juli Simpson, 232
( 12th): Kelli Swank, 234
( 14th): Carol Conidi, 240
and Juli Ordonez, 240.

Men netters
win again, 8-1
The SJSU men’s tennis
team ended its week of
competition on an upbeat
note yesterday, when it
demolished the Fresno
Bulldogs 8-1 on the South
Campus courts.
win
Yesterday’s
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followed Tuesday’s slim
victory over Santa Barbara, 5-4, and this week’s
winnings boosted the
Spartans to 15-4 for the
season.

the usual Brash and Paul
Batten pair and topped
Fresno’s Carte and
freshman Bruce Lyle, 7-6,
6-3.

Returning to the No. 1
singles court after sitting
out Tuesday’s match due to
an injured shoulder, Nial
Brash resumed his winning
past
breezing
ways,
Fresno’s Dave Carte 6-3, 6-

Spartan
Pub
Presents

On the No. 1 doubles
court, Don Paulsen and
Dave Couch took over for

41-fit-f2F ***** 4,1444i

Jump Into
The ADVENTURE
of
SPORT
PARACHUTING!
1st Jump

SJSU sports summary
Lady golfers
climb to 3rd

Fresno State is also
leading in the second half
NCBA race with an 8-1
record, just a game in front
of Nevada -Reno’s wolf.
pack, 7-2.
SJSU and St. Mary’s
are in a third place tie at 33.
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Blasts Carter, Kennedy

Reagan visits South Bay
by Greg Grimes
Political Editor

Front-running Republican presidential candidate
Ronald Reagan paid a rare visit to the South Bay last
weekend to seek the endorsement of the California
Republican Assembly for the upcoming June 3 primary
here.
The conservative group, which has more than 5,000
members statewide, voted to back the former California
governor after Reagan delivered a keynote speech
Saturday night at the Marriott Hotel in Santa Clara.
More than 1,500 members of the group paid $25-a-plate
to attend Reagan’s address.
During the speech. Reagan continually lashed out at
both President Carter and Sen. Edward Kennedy as if it
was no longer necessary to keep up his attack on his
Republican presidential adversaries.
"It would be interesting to imagine a debate between
the leading Democratic candidates," Reagan said. "Jerry
Brown would be on both sides of every issue. Ted Kennedy
would be on the wrong side of every issue and Jimmy
would not even know what the issues were."
Each jab at the Democratic presidential candidates
was met with enthusiastic applause from the more than
1,500 in the audience.
The greatest applause during the 29-minute speech,
though, came during Reagan’s attack on the Soviet Union.
"The Soviet Union has only one thing in mind, let me
make that perfectly clear. They are on an imperialistic
courFe and the United States will be their final domino."
The 69-year-old speaker then went on to explain what
his policy would be if elected to the presidency.
"We have exactly 100 B-52s to defend our country now
against foreign aggression because of Carter’s total lack

of regard for a strong military. The entire military budget
currently is a shambles. The military has been forced to
enter the ’80s with the technology of the ’40s.
"But I plan to change all that," Reagan said to
boisterous applause.
"It’s time to restore our nation to a level of respect
throughout the world. We can do this by increasing the
military budget and by beginning military rearmament.
"We need a quick deterrent for a first attack, which,
by the way, the Russians are very capable of delivering.
We also need to build up our military strength so that no
nation can tear it down."
Although Reagan stressed the need for a stronger
military, he did not believe that part of the answer lies in a
peacetime draft.
"I believe in the volunteer Army. The reason it is
failing today is that the military cannot afford to pay their
personnel enough money to meet their needs. Their wages
today are substandard and humiliating. They (the
military ) need the money to give their personnel wages
that compete with the current rate of inflation."
Reagan then went on to criticize Carter’s "lack of any
real anti-inflationary program.
"I don’t believe we have been in such a precarious
position since the day we were bombed at Pearl Harbor.
We have ground out so much imitation money, that all of
the other countries throughout the world have taken
advantage of us. We must puts stop to that.
Reagan’s speech was followed by a 15-minute
question-and-answer period from the audience.
After his engagement in Santa Clara, Reagan flew
back to his home near Santa Barbara before taking to the
campaign trail again in Pennsylvania for its April 22
primary.

Presidential candidate Ronald Reagan

Buckley is articulate, bold, and forthright
by Brian Wirth
Rarely does anyone
captivate an audience like
William F. Buckley Jr.
The man is an enigma.
Besides being a well-known
personality,
television
thanks to his "Firing Line"
series, he has the
reputation of being a
champion orator, lecturer
and prominent journalist.
However, beneath the
surface of being a celebrity
and noted author, one can
see in Buckley the makings
of a statesman.
He is articulate,
eloquent and an absolute
master of debate, with a
"distinctive capacity to
repel" as he himself
flatteringly admits.
Above all, he is bold
and forthright. Who else
would defend with such
semantic brilliance the
contention that the United
States
should
have
declared war on Iran and
interned Iranians in this
country?
No
serious
presidential candidate
would have done so by any
means.
Learning far to the
right on the political
spectrum, Buckley strongly
favors the capitalist free
enterprise system and
shows polite but malicious
i.ontempt for those who
Id tarnish it with
tistribution systems."
Buckley views the
,deral revenue sharing
program as a myth. lk.
said that the prevalent
ideology that "Ne tax
everybody to benefit
everybody
actually
benefits no or;.
"The money taken
from the 24 richest states

to be free," he said. "The
free market system is the
only way to insure that
freedom.
"For every Chinese led
away from starvation by
Mao Tse Tung, one was led
to
the
executioner,"
Buckley said.

William F. Buckley

somehow finds its way the topic at hand.
back to the same states,"
His answer will be of
he said, "is proof that uncanny knowledge with
redistribution systems are some statistical evidence
the federal subsidy of a provided as support.
national superstition."
Backstage he is calm
Smiling, ne then said, and willing to answer any
"The money comes back questions. The only
jaded after a night on the question he declines to
town," referring, of course, answer concerns his work
to government waste.
for the CIA in 1951-52.
While watching him
He said that for
listen intensely to questions reasons of national
and then methodically security, he cannot make
answer them with a perfect any statement.
mastery of the English
Asked about his adlanguage, one can sense a vocating tactical nuclear
feeling of invulnerability weapons during the
about the man; that he Vietnam War, Buckley
knows all the right an- replied he only considered
swers. The feeling is eerie.
them necessary during the
Buckley is a majestic seige of Cay San when
figure on and off the stage. "circumstances became
He is an excellent listener, perilous for United States
and while doing so will forces."
often thrust his hands in his
An interesting aspect
pockets and pace the floor.
about Buckley is that he
Just when one feels he never shows anger and
may be feebly groping for never raises his voice, even
the correct answer, when
antagonizing
Buckley will elaborate questions are fired at him
concisely and in a by opportunistic reporters
straightforward manner on just waiting for a verbal
i.rror.
However, regardless of
how tough the questions
may be, the script is the
AOPATit
same. Buckley doesn’t
make verbal errors and
usually gets the better end
of the argument, leaving
)
(Am,
161-41.4.
reporters with a bad taste
kiX intaKattIMS1
in their mouths.
He despises comToyon MLR,
/0th tilP Taylor
Senter at Monterey
munism, calling it a "slave
of mankind. Man was born
616 SP K yr,
7th &Phelan
Williams
4th
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They’ve picked
their Oscars,
now you
go out
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The Magnificent Seven
An all-star Western with
Yid Brynner. Sieve McQueen
And Charles Bronson
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"A SHOP ON MAIN STREET’
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= One of the most accalimed films, and winner
as Best Foreign
’ of the Academy Award
Language Film, of 1965. This film is a
tragicomedy set during the early days of the
Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia.
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"An exceptions’ work. With her
stubbornness and sincerity she
reminded me of a young
Katharine Hepburn

and THE CLOWNS
366 S. First St., San Jose 294-38

tv

-Flex Reed

-Judy Davis is the gutsiest
young woman to win
our hearts since
Katharine Hepburn. "

It’s your turn.

Who do you think
should have won
the Oscars?

"A sparkling mimic ."
Gene Sham WNBC TV

Vote, and drop
it off at the
Classified desk
Best Picture

Best Actor

Best Actress
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and signs autographs
acknowledging the sense o
awe his audience exhibit
which follows hin
throughout the country.

theater guide

ORCHESTRA REHEARSAL
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Communism, he said,
stifles the individual spirit
and leaves one dependent
on inefficient, public
service programs, supposedly set up to benefit
all.
Buckley has no qualms
about revealing his distaste
for liberal Senator George

McGovern, whom he calls
"a candidate of incomplete
education."
Before leaving the
theater, he shakes hands
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Stanford prof: peptides in
brain may affect behavior
by Margie Isaacson
Certain pain-relieving
substances in the brain
(peptides) "seem to be
centrally related to
behavior and the way we
react to emotional stress,"

according to Dr. Avram
Goldstein, professor of
pharmacology at Stanford
University.
began
Goldstein
pioneer work in 1971 in the
area of the pain-relieving

peptides, which he and his
later
co-workers
discovered in the brain.
Goldstein spoke to
about 150 persons Tuesday
night in Duncan Hall. The
occasion was the H.

Murray Clark Memorial
Chair Lectureship.
His lecture was titled
"Endorphins: The Body’s
Own Opiates."
Goldstein said that
three independent opium
been
peptides
had
including
discovered
dynorphin, beta endorphin
and enkephalin.
He said these opiate
receptors are distributed
along the nervous system

and are present in the
upper part of the brain
known to be associated
with the emotions which
deal with pain.
However, in regard to
function of the three
Goldstein
substances,
explained, "The truth of
the matter is nobody knows
what any of them do.
There’s been a lot of loose
talk about their function.
"It would be easy to

suppose they do all the
things that morphine
does," he said. Like
morphine, they do regulate
respiration,
blood
pressure, mood and hormone secretion, among
other things. However,
wte, careful to
empri ’size
that
the
regulation is "only under
some circumstances."
Dynorphin, he said, is a
very unstable substance,

but has a short-lived
analgesic effect.
However, he stressed,
"We don’t know that this is
a pain killer."
If the opiate receptors
do reduce pain, then introducing a substance
called naloxone, an opiate
antagonist used to treat
heroine overdoses, should
enhance pain. An opiate
antagonist is a substance
which counteracts the

effects of an opiate.
However, Goldstein
said, "We tried very hard
to prove this, but it’s not
true. "
It is known, however,
that naloxone wakes up
animals in hibernation, and
"dramatically rescues
animals about to die in
hemmorhagic shock. We
assume it causes a drop in
blood
pressure,
like
morphine.

classifieds
Announcements

WANTED: baseball cards, yearbooks and world srees programs,
sports
alit
,
memorabilia. QUICK CASH, See Dr.
Lapin, Bus. Tower 763, or call 137.
1191.

44 CHEVROLET 4 door Impala
Good condition 5100 or offer Cal
252-$410 alter 5 p.m. and weekends.
’73 BUICK Century Luxus cpe New
paint, vinyl top, AC, PS, P15, steel
belted recitals, low miles. Excellent
51695. 4944201

,

STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
11 your mouth and save money too Enroll nosell Information at A.S.
DI lice, or call 371-4411.
SPARTAN Gardens Recycling
Center is open this semester Wed.,
1 am-2pm and Sat. and Sun., lilarn
1pm. We collect newspaper, card
Herd, glass, aluminum and tin
cans. (please Hellen), motor oil and
lutomobile batteries. We’re across
Prom Spartan Stadium on the corner
st S. 7th and Humbolt Sts. Bring
four recyclables and come out and
support us. Volunteers welcome.
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BEERMAKING
7UR kit selling for 579.95 makes 9
Isallons of delicious brew, and then
73 cents per Snack after that.
Simple instructions and hip quality
ngredients make EVERY customer
success EVERY TIME. Your
Fiends will insist in coming to
YOUR pad in the future. After all,
where can they get a European type
hlt beer with S percent alcohol and
Kit have to 90 out to buy it. We’ll
live you individual instruction, or
int he happy to rap more with you
In Friday nights from 7 to 10 in the
Seermakers Pub, next door to the
tore.
BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040 N. 4th Street
San Jose, 2114647
tore open, Wed. thrsi Sat., 9 a.m. to
P.M., 4 days.
SRE you graduating? What better
Imo to have a beautiful award
vinning color portrait created by
ohn Eric Paulson. Call John at 444

JSU GSU Gay Student Union is a
*cation for lesbians
upportive
led gay men. GSU provides a blend
social and educational activities
which give lesbians and gay men the
pportunity to meet, learn about
hemselves and each other and
eHvant social issues. We meet in
he S.U. at I p.m. every Thurs
omit Chambers Lesbian Caucus
netts 7.30 p.m Wednesdays in the
Romeo’s Center For more in
ormtion on any of our events, Call
79-0ATS,
EVANGELICALS Concerned has
ible study for gay men and women,
bednesdays. 2276 Maywood Ave.
i.O. Sox 11145, San Jose 95109. Cali
90-0755,
JSU COUNSELING Services,
wadable to all students who would
Ice help with vocational, personal
r academic concerns. Come see us
ri our new office in Room 223 Ad
ninistreion Building, 7th and San
. Call 2742964.
ernando
ALL the School of Ballet Arts for
sfo. in classes at new specious
ludic 1166 Lincoln ave. Auditions
Or upcoming performances. Call
011.2416 or 7114114.
KI CLUB is electing new officers on
hursday, May I at 7,30 p.m in
ngineering 132. Make yourself
oordi The last weekend trip of the
tar is *pro 19-20 to Northshore.
ipn-up now! The Earn Dance is
only here! Sunday, Mayo, from 4
at Coyote Ranch. Look here for
Mails. Only one month telt eeeeee
eedom Yeah...
IIER RA CLUB Jim Stetson will
peak on the "Galapagas Islands"
O April 22 at 730 p.m. in the S.U.
uadetupe Room. Information
eintwriong weekend and summer
ockpack trips, dayhikes, mountain
uniting expeditions, softball and
011eybell games, bike trips. etc..
lay be obtained at our April 22
!meting. For ladies who wish to be
scorned to the safety of their
er/home, we will offer an escort
Knee alter each Meeting.
VOID Me proposed military draft
be only legal way. Full details and
rowans, 41.00. Maranth, 142
elling Drive. Bangor, ME 04401.
PANTED: By Toy Collector. Top
rims paid tor All European Toy
ars in ORIGINAL or MINT con
Men, Such as English Dinky,
rench Dinky, Corgi, Talmo, Rmi,
C. Call (415) 7934311.
1UPPIESFreit to good home. Pit
oil/Shepherd cross. 6 weeks old,
Table. Call 227-0173 or 771-9414.
CREATIVE CHEATING
am writing an article tor Journ.
ass. Tell me how and why you
Neat. Annonymity guaranteed. Call
47579 eves. Bob.
_

Automotive

For Sale
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER .41
cents per lb. No limit. Call 2934954.
2 APTS. and 5 sop. bdrms, eeeee lot,
attractive colonial at 420 5. 5th St.
594,000. Call agent at 3954446. Be
appointment.
TWIN beds: One maple, 130. One
vinyl headboard, 02$. Both have
mattresses. Cell (415)793-5311.
Peavey TKO 60 amp, 5100 each.
Excellent cond. Call 244 7046 after 6.
CAR RADIOS. A never been used
1979 Chevy Luc AM radio and 1972
VW AM radio in excellent cond. Both
radios will 1,1 a lrnost any car 525
each. Call Greg at 2624647.
ELECTRIC
typewriter.
IBM
Executive. Exc, cond., extra long
carriage 2 types of type. 5250. Call
992.2476.
BASS: Fender Precision wills Case.
Walnut tmiofl, eXCelktrit condition.
337S or offer. Call 567-39116.

Help Wanted

CAMPUS Internship Program.
Financial Planning Training and
Sales Course. CALL 2494175.
WORK available now in Southwest
San Jose, Eastsule, Cupertino,
Saratoga and Sunnyvale Flexible
hours Apply in person at 210 South
1St No 2215 or call 297 4464 Over 18,
own car.
CAB drivers needed. Full and part
time drivers and dispatchers Most
bell years of age or older. Male and
female All shifts available Call
King Cabe, 293-9044
MEN!

WOMEN!
JOBS,
Cruiseships! Sailing Expeditions!
Sailing Camps. No expertence, good
Pay. Summer, career. Nationwide,
worldwide! Send $4.95 for ac
piece tion,
Into,
Is to
CRUISEWORLD 20, 2335 Watt Ace.,
Sox 60129, Sacramento, CA 95464.
JOBS,
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
Little exp. Fantastic Tips, Pay!
$1,400 to 13,100 summer. Thousands
. Casino’s, restaurants,
ranches, cruisers, rafting, etc. Send
54.95 for application, information,
to Lakeworld 20, Box 40129,
2131 Watt Avenue, Sacramento. CA
9511110.
AMUSEMENT park fun ... Last
Round up rode operators. Security,
Sales
Immediate part time
openings, lull time summer Apply
NOW.
FRONTIER
VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK, 41105 Mon
terey Road.
EXCELLENT pay and flexible
hours Nursing and clerical per
sooner needed Aides S./hr. LVN’s
Si/he. RN’s 39/hr Clerical at
various rates Some experience
needed Call New Horizons at 244
1552.

MEN! WOMEN! Jobs on Ships,
American, foreign No experience
required Excellent pay, worldwide
travel Summer lob or Career Send
$300 for information H SEAFAX,
Dept C 6, First and Laurel streets,
Port Angeles, Washington 96362.
THE Noose of Genii on San Jose is
YAM COOK
NNW Mg tor
for
Japanese steak house Call
(MI 31164139 after $ p.m. Ash for
Ronne.

JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year
round. Good pay. 1,100 to S2,000
monthly All fields: parks, fisheries,
teaching, oil industry and more!
1980 employer listings. For information, send 13 to Alan, B.
2480 (6595 Sabado Tarde, No. 3/,
Goleta, CA 9301111.

!!MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Get the best for less from A.E.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES is SJSU’s
complete consumer electronics
buying service with nearly 300
brands of stereo components,
compacts, portables and accessories
for the car, home, stage or Studio.
Also, TV’s, prolection systems,
video recorder/cam. and games. All
items new in factory sealed cartons
with full manufacture warranty. 30
day defective exchange with op
bona! 5 year parts AND labor.
Shipped direct from wholesale
distributors to your door in I to III
days! Call 255 5550 for complete
price quotes or more info, SMWFS,
10 to IS Ask for KEN. Look to A.E.
for the widest selection of the
highest fidelity at the lowest prices.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
yrs. exp. Resumes, theses, reports,
edam, term reports. letters, doctorates, chrts,
graphs, etc.
Reasonable. So. Valley area. Call
KATHIE at 571-1216, 9 a.m. to, p.m.
I am also on the Graduate Office
Approved Typist List.

SAVE THIS AD!!!
Before you purchase any hif i, car
stereo, TV, recorder or recording
tape, check with us lor BIG
DISCOUNTS on over 250 ’calor
brands of equipment. Good prices
available
on
lust
about
EVERYTHING. Correct, honest
information given on perlormance
quality, etc. We manufacture
acomplete line of gliality 1006
speakers and kits WHOLESALE to
the public. Our speakers use the
same components that most of the
highly popular and advertised
systems use but at 1/3 to 1/2 the Cost
Full manufacturers warranty with
Showroom and
local service
manufacturing facilities in San Jose.
Sounds Unique, 2624793. Open Tues
Fn.. I 6, Sal., noon -5.

PROFESSIONAL exp. typist. Fast
accurate. reasonable. IBM Selitctric. Call 2524058

00 YOU WANT some advice? Do
you want to settle an argument? Do
you want to get someone elses
Opinion? Then write: Dear John.
Now you can get -A man’s point of
view Include any name and address
YOU Choose. All replies are mailed to
you and are held in strictest con.
lidence. So, for advice, write Dear
John, P.O. Box 21026, San Jose, CA
95151. For recorded message call
401.274-006.

RADIO time sales. Sell for top
stations in California. Join a fast
growing, dynamic organization with
12 years experience. Top commissions paid in advance. 5 hour
day. Will train. Call 1441521.

DEAREST AR: Happy B-elay to f a/
Super Woman. Thanks for making
me smile, it’s good to see your
smiling face any time. Love va,
small
R.M. P.S., watch out fort
hands and feet.
TO THE LADY with a beautiful
smile and who drives a silver
Scirroco LiC. Nv 996 NGL Thanks
for brightening up my day. The guy
in the black Porsche.

SALES oriented students wonted.
Industrious, active, to develop sales
organization for S.F. Chronicle and
Examiner.
Minimum
wage
guaranteed against high com
missions Can earn St00 to $300 per
week. Year round lob if desired. Call
collect 14151 153 SI!

Happy Birthday Marconi May the
years bring YOU Many More. Tahoe
Love, Leslee
Happy Birthday Mom! I hope today
is a special day for you Love
always. your daughter, Leslee

No bosses, no layoffs, no strikes, no
rate race’ PT, F/T Make money at
home. exciting report details seven
profitable programs Only SI and
SASE, W!nstonion Marketing In
ternationa I, 2461 El Camino Real,
Suite 170, Dept 101, Santa Clara, CA
93051.

Services

SPECIAL EDUCATION AIDE. 47/2
hrs/day $ days/wk. 114.25/hr Plus
benefits. Start May 19, 19410. Direct
service m a transition classroom
with
emotionally
disturbed,
developmentally delayed children.
Resume to: Sheila Dubin, Eec.
Dir., Unto Children’s Center, 4300
Bucknell Rd. S.J. 95130

MOVING AND HAULING. Haw
large truck. Avail. tor all sorts of
6917.
lobs. Call Roy r
WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy
No blood test required
No waiting
Confidential -Legal
Donald
99114149 (Anytime)

Photographer’s assistant(s) needed
through April 25. Inquire at the
"Photomobile" on 7th St. near the
Student Union. Flexible Hours. 13.10
per hour.

Typing

TYPING: Accuracy, neatness and
deadlines guaranteed. Experienced
in masters, reports, dissertations.
Approved by SJSU Graduate
Department. IBM Sel. II. South San
Jose. Blossom Valley area. Call
Janet at 2174535.
TYPING: Term papers, resumes,
letters, etc. $7/pg. and up IBM
Correcting Selectric. All work
proofread. Call Kitty at 2103099
after 3 p.m. please.

INTELLIGENT TYPING
Connie and Gary 967 0791

MOTHER OLSON’S LODGINGS.
Two houses across Street from
campus Kitchen. linen, maid see
vice, TV. and parking 045 per wk.
shared. 04010 165 per wk single. 122
North Rh St. Call 9914323.

BUDGET FLIGHTS 1080 Domestic
iet flights
and rnterntionat
anywhere at discount fares We also
represent all charter operations
Hawaii
(inciuding Lakerl
Mexic0
Europe Asia
Africa
Australia
USA Travel Services
International Student
Available
Identity Card issuance
Coral.
Student Rail and BritR ail passes
Overseas lob placement .. USA,
Canada and Mexico Travel ... Youth
Hostel Cards . Student ships and
trains
Insurance .. Wide map
selection .
Backpacks
Hard to find travel books ...
Voltage con
Camping
tours ... Club Med
Open 7 daYS
Mon -Fri. 94, Saturday, IS. Sunday.
noon -5. TRIP AND TRAVEL
PLANNING COMPNY, Charter
Travel SpeCialists. 444 E. William
S rrrrr 11011. and Wm l, San Jose, CA
95112. Call 14011 292.1613.

ATTENDANTS wanted to help
disabled m homes. Flexible hours.
AID. Center. Call 371 7010.

FURNISHED 2 small bdrm. apt
"The 470 Apts." 0370 plus deposits
Call 247 4590 for appt.
FURNISHED apartment for rent. 2
bdrm., 2 be., 5300 Per Tnalth- 5505.
Ilth St. Call 733-6433.
ROOMIE wonted: Real nrce 2
hdrm . 2 ha, apt. 10 min from
school Pool, sauna, rec room,
tevn,s lam an Aero senior Must be
over 21 and neat. $1/5/mo. Call Sal
at 2944167.

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE 3 days,
2 nights at hotel of your choie In
clines one dinner and 500 in casino
chips. Trip was first place prize. Will
sell for 0150. Call Jim at 279 9629,

HOUSE FOR SALE, William St.
Park area. 3 hr. 1 ha. Form Din.
Kit w/break nook.2 car gar, w/113
shop rm. Part. basmt. Prof. decor
5100,000. Call 2664167

2
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typing.
PROFESSIONAL
Reasonable rates. Experienced.
Deadlines goaraoteedr Call 274-1975,

NEED A TYPIST? All kinds of
typing done on an IBM Correcting
Selectric II. Reasonable Rates. Call
441-1154.

0000 typist. IBM Selec Hoc.
Reasonable rates. Call Goldie at 2420445 eves. before 10 p.m., or wknds.

TYPING
IBM Selectric
3044355

BERKELEY Typing Agency.
Professional services, reasonable
rates. Open 10 S, M -F. Call 280 6706
or slop by 414 E. William Street.
Suite 10 (between tith and 10th
streets).

Pest, accurate p
ional typing.
Experienced rates. Call J rrrrr t
1054.

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE
Reports, theses, books, using
automatic typing. Call 249 0412, S.C.

TYPING
my borne, Prof. IBM
Selec. Call Sueat 247,1997.

50 Sunday
prohibitions
53 Scene of
decisive
English battle,
1645
57 Dancer Montez
58 Birthdays, for
example
60 Netherlands
export
61 French school
62 Entr’ 63 Lean and sinewy
64 "King Lear"
role
65 Bartlett

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

5

4

DOWN
High degree
Siouan Indian
Part of a revue
Eurus
Mother of
Dionysus
Backward: Prefix
The red and
the black
Opera numbers
Weapon of a
sort
More in order
Carousel, on
Hampstead
Heath
6

7

8

12
13
18
22
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
35
38
39
41
42
44
46
48
50
51
52
54
55
56
59

"- boy!"
N.T. book
Suppress
Asiatic sea
Insert
Alice in Wonderland’s kitten
Dramatic factor
Native speech
Melancholy:
Poet.
Snare
Office device
Moslems
Light and filmy
Flatter: Colloq.
Spike of a sort
Corday’s
victim
Utterly delightful: Colloq.
Norwegian
arctic explorer
- blessed
Stormed
California wine
center
Toil
Noun suffix
Second of a
series
River to the
North Sea
High note in
old scale
10

9

15

17

11

12

13

16

18

19
21

20
23

22

24
III

26
33
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SURPRISE HER with Dave. man
in a cake. For bachlorette, birthday
or other parties. Cell 2664167
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Semester Rom fall
ROOMMATE needed to share new 3
bdrm. house 10 min trom SM. 5200
mo. plus I/30111. Call 259.1027.

TYPING: Term papers, reports.
A
double spaced.
SI/pip
Call Gayle at 2674079.

FAST,
ifig/editing on
Selectric II. Theses, etc. Words
Unlimited. Call Val al96114303.

14

COMPANION driver wanted to U.S
Northeast or part way. End April
Call 3564315 eves. Only.

INMENT FOR WOMEN
Make Cake popper for your next
bridal shower or bachelorene party
Call Rick 11 241-0344.

FEMALE roommate, neftsmoker.
Serious Student wanted to share 2
bdron , 2 ha apt near Westgatc. 10
Is min from campus 5115 plus 1/2
utilities Includes pool and laundry
facilities Call 257 OH after it p.m.
or leave message for Meg at 25$9454.

QUALITY typing. loo/wpio. IgzA
Selectric. 90 cents per pegs. Call
JoJo at 2554741 or leave Menage It
3564139.

TYPING: My lirm can handle
anything Irons one letter to large
mail lists
Reports, manual or
resumes
Quality work at
reasonable rates. Call THE
EXECUTIVE’S ASSISTANT at 2001148

ACROSS
1 June flower
5 Seaport of SW
Lebanon
10 Decorate
14 Aleutian isle
15 World -weariness
16 Bit
17 Party item
19 Powdery earth
20 Household
whistler
21 Use great effort
23 Stratagem
25 Fathered
26 Profit on stock
30 - wide (every.
where)
33 A Forsyte
34 Musical
gymnastic
36 Neckpiece
37 Lille’s
department
38 Fowl
39 Carbon waste
40 Massachusetts
cape
41 Oi hours
42 Mickey
43 Atlas’ astral
daughters
45 Chased
47 Top of a wave
49 Emporium

Travel

WRITING PROBLEMS? The San
Jose State English Department
Writing Laboratory will help
Students with their writing skills
paragraphs.
sentences,
organization, term paper work
Come in early in your writing
process. Experienced tutors will
advise you. HOURS: 44.05. TW. I
9, Th., 53; fr, 4-4. Education 224

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUE.
Great guys and gals KItchen, game
room, color TV. linen and maid
service, fireplace, courtyard.
parking 545 per week Shared. 065
per week single 202 South 1 1 th
Street Office 122 North Oth St. Call
090 0221.

TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
experienced. Selectric II, Call 904
11370.

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
' 1900 Loe Angeles Timm Szedkair

INCREDIBLE vacation bargain
Ec rrrrr with French student Get
for
4 weeks in Provincial
5290 (board, room, visits to Paris
included. Transportation extra).
Call 354.9135.

LOOKING toe a wedding
photographer?
Your wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulson
Photography are expressions of
love, soft elegant and universally
understood For the finest award
wrnning photography. call John at
444.2111.

TYPING, Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Reasonable
rates. Call 2694674.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

Housing

POLICE Officer, City of San Jose.
Must be bilingual. Spanish/English
21 to 34 years of age, 2 years of
college, Fluent in Spanish For more
snlorrnation, call SJPD Recruiting
at 277-4951.

DELI OPENING
Sandwich m
and checkers
needed. Full or part time, weekends.
5 miles from campus in Milpitas
Hoar bus. Call 9464111.

Loot: Gold bracelet in the Student
Union/Dormitory area on April 5th.
Highly sentimental in value. Call
277 0199

WOULD like to find female to be
with a handicapped man. If in,
terested, call 291-2301.

EASY extra income: $300 to 51,000
guaranteed nutting envelopes. Send
self addressed, stamped envelope
TO: DEXTER ENTERPRISES.
3039 Shrine Pl., Los Angeles, CA
90007

COUPLE with child to share 4 beIrm.
noose near campus with couple with
child. SHARE, 11 child care, 71 no
op food buying, 31 Cable TV and
fireplace, 41 patio, private yard and
garden and 51 utilities and
responsibilities. 5100 per Month.
Enhance references. Call Don or
Pate 29$ 7134.

MATURE student to assist In
teaching remedial reading approx.
1320 hrs. per week Must be
available all S days Mon. thru
between 3 and 7 p.m. Must be ex
cellent reader. Will train. 53.23/hr.
Call Mrs. Spencer m1257.1104

Stereo

UNWANTED hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential. 355 S.
Baywood Ave, San Jose. Call 247
74116.

EttSBOY/WAITER positions open.
Experience preferred, Will train.
Call 3774624 alter 3 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL editing Theses,
dissertations, etc Reasonable. Call
MS. Bernell at 374-7017.

Lost and Found ,

Personals

DRIVER WANTED: Ice cream and
soft drink route. Full or Part time.
Excellent earning Call Mel ,0 Dee
Ice Cream at 294-7610. 9:30-1:30. Mr.
Scott.

STUDENT lobs Earn $120 to 1330
per week. Work eves and Sat. 24 hr.
work week. Can 566 0400.

SALESPERSON/ADVERTISING
No
experience
necessary
3 BUICK Electra 225 Good body. Marketing or Advertising maidr
ler. Needs engine blo,k Only perlerred Full commission Call
Marque/ Ramirez at 246 2553.
. Cii 9914164.
Ier

MEN AND WOMEN KELLY HAS A
JOB FOR YOU. If you ,have at least
hours a week to spare. KELLY can
put you to work NOW! You’ll have
plenty of lime for classes and social
life by working when and where you
want to. It lakes lust one interview
in our Mee, and you’ll receive the
rest of your temporary lob
assignments by phone. Stop in
today. No appt. necessary. KELLY
SERVICES, 99 Redwood Avenue,
SJ . between Macys, Valley Fair and
Emporium, Stevens Creek. Call 244
0474 or 3115 Almaden Expwy Icor.
Almaden/Hillsdale/367-4900.00E.

Hello Wanted

Personals

H0111110g

Service.

Trent

Low and Found

Stereo

Typing

I

Enclosed H

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

For
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omions two day. pno,
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Connective publicetion dates only
No refunds on canceller! ads
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RECORDS

Funding requests defended
-continued from page 1
missions. That means at least 2,700
people were interested in Reed."
Reed is a creative outlet for
students, laGuardia said. Three
students sold work published in
Reed.
Funding can come from other
areas such as instructionally related
funding IRA I, said councilmember
Jim Rowen.
"I have tried to get funding
through IRA, but it was cut,"
laGuardia said.
Funding for SCALE was also cut
by the committee. They requested
$13,031.76.
SCALE is experimental

offering tutoring services, Goar
said.
The A.S. Program Board
requested $113,000. The budget
committee recommended $89,000.
The program board sponsors
speakers, musical groups and film
series, said AS. Program Director
Barbara Profit.
"We provide entertainment to
all students on campus," she said.
"The program board is doing an
excellent job," Goar said. "We just
don’t have the $113,000.
"It is a fact that there will be
less students in the fall, so less funds
will be generated to work with," she
said.

education, said Nan Young, SCALE
education and legal coordinator.
It is the only program where
students coordinate internships for
other students, she said.
"Faculty doesn’t have the
time," she added.
There are departments that
offer programs for undeclared
students, Goar said. Faculty will
work to find a student an internship.
The Business Equal Opportunity
Program I BEOP) assists disadvantaged students so they can
complete a degree in business, said
BEOP Director Sharon Spain.
The services offered by BEOP
are duplications of other programs

GRAND
OPENING
Memorex Sale

Council debates funding

MEMOREX 60

Next year’s A. S. budget
-continued from page 1
"We have been misled," she said. All of the conversations we had with the budget committee and the
council president were geared toward the notion that, like
everyone else, we had to make drastic cuts.
"Voluntarily, we took our budget and cut it 35 percent.
We did so by realigning our priorities and restructuring
our organization. We were never told that we were dealing
with a hostile group that felt that SCALE was not meeting
their standards or priorities."
Young pointed to a "needs survey" that was paid for
by the council. She said 70 percent of the respondents said
they felt SCALE was "essential or very impotant."
That argument was de-emphasized when AS.
President Nancy McFadden pointed out that a great
number of people also said they used a campus ticket
agency which, McFadden said, "doesn’t even exist." She
also said the survey was "not very scientific."
"The feeling of the budget committee was that it was
a program whose time had come and gone," Spears said.
"It was felt that similar services were available
elsewhere."

Correction
The Daily incorrectly reported yesterday that
Music Professor Allen Strange was nominated for a
Pulitzer Prize for his scoring of the play "The
American Chalk Circle." Strange was nominated for
"The Second Book of Angels," part of a series of
compositions about angels performed with acoustical
instruments and electronic sounds.

Sigma Delta Chi, the
Society of Professional
Journalists, is having an
election, meeting and a
speaker at 11:30 a.m. today
in the Journalism Building,
room 117. For information
call Bat Barrus at 996-3191.
The SJSU branch of
IEEE presents Lissa Shoun
who will speak about a
digitally controlled, low
speed light regulator at
12:30 p.m. today in the
Engineering
Building,
room 227.

MRX 3

Councilperson Rebecca Graveline, who was enrolled
in SCALE through the Communication Studies Department, said she thought the programs could be handled
through individual departments.
A motion by Cox to give the program $13,000 failed by
a 4-8 vote with three abstentions.
Afterward, Young said she hoped the services would
be picked up by other departments, but she doubted that
would happen.
The budget committee said BEOP duplicated other
tutoring programs.
Councilmember Anthony Van made a motion that
BEOP be given $9,570 for four tutors. The vote was 3-13
against allocating the funds.
A spokesman for the Executive Council of Business
Students ECBS, asked for more than the $1,173 the
budget committee recommended.
"They have an income of $23,000," Councilperson
Joanie Goar said. "Maybe we shouldn’t fund them at all."
Todd Johnson, speaking for ECBS, said ECBS was
formed by the council and is a help to the council because
it prevents 13 separate business department organizations
from going through the budget process for funding.
Larren Olsen, chairman of ECBS, asked for time to
revise his budget. He said there was lack of communication on what the council would fund.
The council had said it didn’t want to fund travel
expenses for campus organizations. It said it wanted to
funnel money toward on-campus activities.
At the end of the meeting, the council saw they had
$6,873 left unallocated. A motion was made by councilmember Tom Fil to give ECBS an additional $1,500. It
failed by a 7-8 margin. The vote was 7-7, with chairman
Kiran Majithia casting the deciding negative vote.

C - 60 minute cassettes
2 for only $2.59

8 Track
60 minute
2 for only $2.69

High Bias
C - 90 minute
Chrome bias. 70 ups Equalization

STUPID

spartaguide
Career Planning and
Asian and Pacific
Placement presents "Job
Hunting Techniques for Women Coalition of the
Educators" from 4 to 6 Bay Area is having a
p.m. today in the Business meeting at 10 a.m.
Tower,
room
50. Saturday at 450 Golden
Suggestions will be given Gate Ave., San Francisco.
on
how to locate For information call
drianne Chang Kwong at
educational positions.
248-1916.

$2.49 each

It’s stupid to pay more when we II make high
quality Xerox copies for you for only .4(
And 31/2C overnight.
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
quality cotton rag for only 8(
No minimums

When you buy two

KINKO’S COPIES

7.98 & 8.98
IAll
list price LPs

481 L SAN CARLOS ST
(408) 2955511
123 SO THIRD-ST (408) 2954336

Sociology Lecturer
Carl Sundholm will speak
on sociobiology today at 2
p.m. at the Social Science
Building, room 14. For
more information, call 2772857.
_

Only $4.99

Free China Student
Association will present
folk songs of China at 7:30
Sunday night at the S.U.
Ballroom. For information
call Mr. Ting at 295-1499.

Vietnamese Student
Association meets from 11
LEAP will have a a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today in
lecture
on
Mexican. the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
American Studies at 2:30 For information call Do
p.m. at Library Central.
Hong Quang at 277-8400.

FIND A DOWN
TO EARTH...,

Tuition Benefits

Good Wages
25% Discount
Flexible Hours
Limited Supervision
Advancement Opportunities

Part Time

FOOD 8 DRINKS
Sat. Night 4/19 epm.
at the

Sarat. ’a
waelgeo Mall
J C Penny

HILLEL HOUSE
390 McArthur St.
Off Son Carlos
first light oast of HWY 17
San Jose
For info coil Henry 225.1385
Funded by Assoc Students $2 00 Donation
nflesroror?"

ICustom designed
T- shirt with any
Memorex High Bias purchase!!

Work Part Time for....

$1050 monthly to start plus bonus opportunity
Clerks: Evening 4 p m -2 om. 6 om.-2 o.m
$3.50/hr.
Night
"P. tom
$3.75/h .

Hamilton

8z

$3.50/hr.

STOPNGO
MARKETS

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYWORK CLOSE
TO HOME!

,; ,i c, n A’ IN AT
4855 Atherton Ave . Suite 203, SarkJose 951-u.
, A . 37443110
r,,06 p

San Jose only

FREE!!!

SOLUTION!

Store Managers
"Israel Independence Day Celebration"

& TAPES

While they last

ie otEL

Oakland

Berkeley

Hayward

San Jose

2502 Telegraph
832 - 2789

2815 Durant
848 - 2015

Winton & Hesperian
887- 1215

408

1941 Tully Road
- 251 - 6678

